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(Discussion prior to Public Hearing1

recorded, but not transcribed.)2

It is 5:15.CHAIRPERSON: I ' 11 call the Public3

Hearing to order. Okay? And we do need a role call.4 I

am Sally -- for the purpose of the hearing, I am Sally5

Herrick, Chair of the Mechanicville/Stillwater IDA. Maria6

Morris , you on the line?7 are

I am here.MS . MORRIS :8

Okay .CHAIRPERSON: Barbara? Barb?9

I'm here .MS . CORSALE:10

Barbara's on?CHAIRPERSON:11

I ' m here , Barbara Corsale,MS . CORSALE: Yes ,12

13 yep, yes .

Okay, yep. Jan Sylvester?CHAIRPERSON:14

Oh, here comes somebody.MR. BROBSTON:15

Who just joined us?CHAIRPERSON:16

Hi, it ' s Gina .MS . KENYON:17

Hi, Gina .CHAIRPERSON:18

Gina .MR. BROBSTON: Hey,19

Gina ' s here .Okay, Pat Hildreth?CHAIRPERSON:20

I ' m here .HILDRETH: Yes ,MR.21

John Fusco?CHAIRPERSON:22

I ' m here .FUSCO:MR.23

Sam Carabis? you on theSam,CHAIRPERSON:24

Who else just joined us.phone? Okay .25
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This is ChristopherMR. FELDMAN: Yeah, hi.1

Feldman calling in. I'm counsel for the Mechanicville2

City School District.3

CHAIRPERSON: Okay, great.4

Hello, Christopher.MR. BROBSTON:5

Hi, how are you?MR. FELDMAN:6

Good .MR. BROBSTON:7

Okay, John Bove,CHAIRPERSON:8 now,

the line?9

MR. BOVE : Yes .10

Okay . Who else do we have on theCHAIRPERSON:11

line?12

Jim Trainer, I'm counsel to theMR. TRAINER:13

Town of Stillwater.14

Okay . Sal lavarone,CHAIRPERSON:15 are you on

the line?16

Ed Keis.KEIS :MR.17

Ed Keis, okay. Sal,CHAIRPERSON:18 are you on

the line? Sal lavarone?19

BROBSTON: Not yet.MR.20

Not yet, okay. Okay . Is JanCHAIRPERSON:21

Okay .there? Jan Sylvester?22

and I would like toAgain, I'm Sally Herrick,23

The purpose of thiscall this Public Hearing to order.24

Public Hearing is for us to review and hear about a25

are you on
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project called the Best Avenue Ventures project which is1

located in the Town of Stillwater.2 What I would like to

3

teleconference due to the COVID-19,4 so we decided we would

go via a conference call. So we are not meeting in5

public . I just want to make that part of the minutes for6

the Public Hearing, just in case.7

At this time, I would like to introduce Dennis8

9

I am .10

And he is President of theCHAIRPERSON:11

Saratoga Economic Development Corp., and I believe Ed Keis12

13
c

project .14

that he and Ed can give an overview of the project and15

what they are proposing and what the project will be, and16

then we'll open it up to questions from the public. Does17

that make sense to everybody?18

(Responses in the affirmative)19

And I might add that JamesCHAIRPERSON:20

Carminucci , is on the line,our counsel, too .21

so this is JimYeah,22

Carminucci . I just wanted to put on the record that23

notice of the Public Hearing was published on November24

2020,24th,25

do is also state that we are doing this phone

And I would like to turn it over to Dennis so

MR. CARMINUCCI:

is with him, who is representing the Best Avenue Ventures

MR. BROBSTON:

Brobston, which I do believe Dennis is on the line.

in the Daily Gazette, and a letter was sent to
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the affected taxing jurisdictions via certified mail,1

2

required by Article 18(a) of the General Municipal Law.3

CHAIRPERSON: Okay .4

MR. Okay, all right.BROBSTON: So this is5

Dennis Brobston. Pleasure to be with you this evening.6

It's an exciting project for the Mechanicville/Stillwater7

IDA in that it's taking8

facility and really doing the remediation and work that9

will turn it into a healthy site that will then be able to10

have jobs created on it and taxes paid on it.11

excited about that.12

This is a project that is currently at 3 and 513

Best Avenue in the Town of Stillwater. It's adjacent to14

the DeCrescente Distributing company owned property.15

30,000 square foot warehouse to be16

leased to DeCrescente from the Best Avenue Ventures, LLC,17

along with 2.52 acres of the site. And Ed had a letter18

that is with the application talking about the issues, how19

and he will be discussingthey got from here to there,20

that here very shortly.21

We also have with the application, and we will22

the request for the pilot and the sales taxdiscuss later,23

and brief recording tax exemptions.24

25

a presently contaminated and empty

So we are

Construction up to a

return receipt requested, on November 20th, 2020, all as

At this time, if you don't mind, Ed, would you
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go ahead and give a brief presentation on what brought you1

to this site and your efforts up to this point?2

3

that most of the people on the call are familiar with the4

site at 3 and 5 Best Avenue. There's two addresses,5 but

there are actually three buildings on the property.6 One

dates -- two of them date back quite some time.7 One of

old mill wood chip processing big8

bins and a lot of steel and things in there. It would9

10

history standpoint and taking a look back, if you didn't11

come out of there smelling like you should get12

decontaminated .13
/

So the property has absorbed a good amount of14

industrial processing there.15

phase 1 that said there was no reported contaminations.16

17

in conjunction with DEC based on extensive soil testings18

19

down 12 to 18 inches,20

testing, and if approved by DEC,21

back up to grade level to do a parking lot or grass.22 come

looked at expanding andSince that time, we ' ve23

adding a --24 a

30,000 square foot building to store extra product to help25

actually be pretty interesting to go through from a

Originally, there was a

we could then fill in and

I assume

them actually has some

remove contaminated soil, do further

first a 25,000, but eventually ended up with

MR. KEIS:

that just to do a parking lot there, we would need to go

Sure, thank you, Dennis.

When we worked to have a phase 2 done, it was determined
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with the tight conditions at DeCrescente next door.1 We

have engineers looking at the best way to connect those2

3 actual building connection or

some other way.4 But we needed

to get through the IDA process,5

out what that would be.6

The plan would be to take down the two7

buildings, two of the three. We've had an asbestos study8

done . The asbestos shows9

there's a good amount of asbestos to be removed that would10

end up raising the remediation costs of the building, and11

then you obviously have to pay to take that material away.12

the third building is filled -- it's13

about 5,000 square feet. It was built right after the14

15

you have and we handed out at the last meeting some16

colored pictures of the hundreds of 55-gallon drums filled17

with paint, paint solvent, paint byproduct, and the18

remediation process would have to have a licensed19

contractor sample each of those barrels to determine how20

it was to be disposed of,21

there's probably a lot more things that I wouldn't22

23

Let me back up for just a minute in the history.24

I apologize to everybody who's been through this before,25

across the parking lot or

properties, whether it's an

Let's see,

it's not terrible, but

first, before we figured

flammable, not flammable, and

tornado, and that's attached with the applications that

understand, and to pay for that remediation.
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1

2

So Patenaude apparently may have not been able to make3

payments on their debt. New York State Development,4

Corp., had guaranteed the debt with the bank.5 New York

State Business Development Group, NYBDC, then I believe6

filed liens on the property and obtained some rights to7

the property without actually taking title. They wouldn't8

want to take title and be in the chain of title because of9

10

determined what was there. While Patenaude had not paid11

back taxes for multiple years, which is now up12 over

the Towns and the School District13

turned over the unpaid tax bills to the County, and I14

believe got reimbursed, but the County is owed those15

16

in addition to the taxes. The County, through the County17

Attorney, has elected not to foreclose on the property,18

19

because of the environmental condition.20

We have tried to negotiate with NYBDC to21

We entered into a contract topurchase the property.22

purchase it for $400,000 several years ago, but then once23

we found the -- they wouldn't let24

Once we had the offer in and determined thatthe testing.25

the (indiscernible) environmentally when ultimately it was

but I think because it's a

cover some of this history and some of the benefits of it.

us on the property to do

$190,000, which would include some penalties and interest

because they don't want to take title to it, neither,

Public Hearing, we need to

$190,000, the County,
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1

offered a lower price to NYBDC.2 They declined. We exited

that contract in agreement and got our deposit back.3

It since then has remained vacant and been,4 I

think, marketed to a number of companies,5 but I'm not

frankly, who would take the risk and the expense of6 sure ,

going in there if7

right next door, given that other properties8 was are

available .9

So the costs of this remediation and the back10

taxes and the other things will end up costing DeCrescente11

-- it could be $100,000 an acre more than Keeler just paid12

for property on Route 7 in Latham when they paid 27513 an

This would cost more than that.14 acre .

So we tried to get the back taxes forgiven at15

but got caught in a number of processes,the County level,16

and that doesn't look like that's going to happen, and17

that's when we turned to -- at the suggestion of the Town18

Supervisor, turned to the IDA to look for some assistance19

with this process to make it feasible.20

They haveDEC checks with us regularly.21

indicated they would like to call in the Environmental22

to do the remediation.Protection Agency, It'sthe EPA,23

24

it might cost two or three times what weremediation ,25

we weren't -- if it wasn't somebody who
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it would cost about $700,000 to remediate the property, we

my understanding, if the EPA comes in and does the
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would be able to contract it for locally,1 and they will

2 that property, which would probably mean

3 pay that much money for that

property, because of if it went that route.4

So I'm trying to think if I've missed anything5

here . We've asked in the pilot for,6

fairly common in terms of a scheduled payment on pilot7

payments on real estate taxes .8 There would be no mortgage

tax involved.9

the construction of the new property and the remediation,10

whatever sales tax is involved in a remediation.11

We think that over time, we would end up with,12

in the first year, about eight additional people working13

in there. This is exclusive of construction workers,14

15

construction period. So actually -- so after16

17

and18

another six the third year.19

20

21

Thank you. I think you've done22

real well.23

24

25

that nobody would ever

place a lien on

We'd also ask for sales tax abatement on

going to use for parking not only for people that are

to fill that additional space.

which could be 20 or so over a nine to 12-month
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MR. BROBSTON:

I think, what is

there, but also additional parking for you at the site of

construction, we'd look at probably about eight people at

You know, the rest of the property, you're

the first year, and another five the second year,

Dennis, am I forgetting anything?

All depending, as we started
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the warehouse.1

Is the — before we open it up for questions,2 I

would say the pilot is what we normally call a 5 and 5.3

4

the assessment that the Town has previously changed to5

$50,000, and that was done here within the last few6

months . So it would be based on that for the first five7

and then in year six, 50 percent of the value of8 years ,

the building would go on and 10 percent would be added9

each year, until year 11 is 100 percent of the assessment.10

So the sales tax exemption, which means11

they don't pay it when they're doing this construction and12

anything else for the building, is $150,000,13

approximately . The property tax estimate will be $368,43114

over the 10 years, and their total cost savings after they15

pay fees to the IDA and different attorneys will add up to16

about $468,543. All that information is included in the17

application .18

As Ed said, there is no mortgage tax. They ' re19

going to be doing this through their line of credit that20

the facility has right now.21

I'm just looking through. We talked about the22

jobs being created and the construction jobs, as well .23

The average salary for these people is in the $44,00024

Projected payroll in the first year is over25 range .

It is a full 10-year, and the first five years is based on
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$350, 000 .1

2 So that's currently the status of the

application .3 you did a good job on talking

about the issues inside.4 Is there anybody -- Sally, why

don't I send it back to you?5

one question,6 if you don't mind. If you

didn't get this — if the IDA is not able to help,7 if they

chose not to help you, would this project be going8

forward?9

10 We some

engineering fees,11

if not committed, we ' d have12

to step back and think about whether it might be13 more

efficient to look at the property14 I

think different -- I think that's in the City, as opposed15

but same School District.to16

Yeah .17

And we would just pause a little bit18

to determine what's the best route.19

And your -- but your prices that20

you're paying here, we've put into the application, the21 as

remediation of $700,000, and the unpaid taxes, when you22

23

than what the IDA is presently proposing as a pilot and24

the exemption for the sales tax.25 So you still have more

across the street.
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environmental, but then we

MR. BROBSTON:

MR. BROBSTON:

MR. KEIS:

Oh, Ed,

so far, we've committed

MR. KEIS:

I think, Ed,

some asbestos surveys, and some

add those together, there's no doubt that that is more
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than that that you're paying for.1

2 MR. KEIS : it would be more than

double . The remediation part alone will be more than --3

just to get it to a parking lot,4 it wouldstone,grass ,

be5

Right .MR. BROBSTON:6 And the other — yeah.

It is more than double than the IDA,MR. KEIS :7

8 yes .

And the other piece is that -- IMR. BROBSTON:9

know we mentioned at the original application presentation10

was that the issue of the contamination and the way it11

since we have Jim Trainer on the line,12

who's the counsel for the Town of Stillwater, I know the13

Town talked about this and was concerned about this14

project . The environmental hazards that come along with15

this ,16

later,17

Jim, I don't know if — I'm not asking youBut,18

but if you hadI'm not speaking for you or the Town,to19

wanted to add anything and have discussion, feel free to.20

I understand.If not,21

I think from the Town'sMR. TRAINER:22

just interested in getting it back onstandpoint, we ' re23

productive capacity and this24

application, I think, helps in that regard.25

So it's more

the tax rolls in a

that ' s for sure .

sits in there now,

it would make sense to get this done sooner than
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1 Well, Sally, I

think we've done the presentation, got everything in the2

minutes that we'd like to, but I know that there may be3

other questions, and why don't I send it back to you and4

you can ask those people. Go ahead.5

Okay .CHAIRPERSON:6

We will open the floor up to anybody7

else from the public who has questions. Please just8

identify yourselves, so that we know and we can make9

sure we get that in the minutes, as well. Is there any10

questions from the public? Okay .No?11

This is Chris Feldman calling from12

the School District.13
/

idea of what the 100 percent valuation of the property14

will be for that second -- you know, the second half of15

the pilot?16

17

this is just an estimate,construction numbers we have,18

Chris .19

MR. FELDMAN: Yes .20

And we're looking at 2.63MR. BROBSTON:21

million .22

Okay .FELDMAN:MR.23

$3Would be the estimatedBROBSTON:MR.24

million construction and it's at an 86 percent25

MR. BROBSTON:

PUBLIC HEARING - December 7, 2020

MR. FELDMAN:

MR. BROBSTON:

thank you, Ed, both.

I was just curious, do you have an

Thank you, Jim.

Thank you, Dennis, and

Well, right now, looking from the
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1

2 MR. FELDMAN: I ' m sorry, could you just give me

those numbers, again? It was 3 million and what?3

MR. BROBSTON: Oh, I ' d be glad to,4 Threesure .

million dollars is the estimated cost of construction,5 but

at an 86 percent equalization rate,6

estimated total assessment to be at $2,630,000.7

Okay . And that and thatMR. FELDMAN:8

yeah . And then are you also including the current9

assessed value of the land as well? How are you treating10

that?11

That's everything together.BROBSTON:MR.12

Everything, okay. Perfect .MR. FELDMAN:13
(

That's the land and the buildingBROBSTON:MR.14

sir .together, yes,15

Okay .MR. FELDMAN :16

Sam Carabis.CARABIS :MR.17

Hi,BROBSTON: Sam .MR.18

I got it, finally. theYou know,CARABIS:MR.19

trouble is I've got this macular degeneration, and I have20

and I think I missed atrouble .21

number .22

We understand.BROBSTON:MR.23

You ' re okay, Sam. Thanks .CHAIRPERSON: Sure .24

Okay, good.CARABIS :MR.25

equalization rate is how we come up with that.

I'm blind in one eye,

we expect the new
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1 We're glad you're here.

2 Yep .

CHAIRPERSON:3 Thanks for joining us, Sam . Just

to catch you up,4 Sam, we're at the public — we're still

in the Public Hearing and we're open to questions from the5

public .6

Okay, okay,7 sure .

And we just had a question fromCHAIRPERSON:8

the School District, from Chris Feldman from the9

Mechanicville School District.10

anything else you need?11

I think that's it.MR. FELDMAN: You know,No,12

we were just trying to -- we wanted to get13

(
arms around what you guys are giving out in terms of14

benefits , and we appreciate it. And if I have any other15

questions, I'll follow up. But thank you.16

Chris .CHAIRPERSON:17

We appreciate that. Are there any other questions from18

the public?19

So Sally, maybe -- this is Ed. Maybe20

I could add in21

CHAIRPERSON: Yes .22

for Chris's benefit is that theMR. KE IS :23

assessment was $790,000. Patenaude ' s went to the Town24

25

MR. CARABIS:

MR. BROBSTON:

MR. KEIS:

Assessor to get the assessment reduced, because they were

MR. CARABIS:

Chris, do you have

our, kind of,

Well, thank you for asking,
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precluded from using the property.1 The Town Assessor

would not reduce it, sent it to the Board of Assessment2

Review . The Board of Assessment Review said there wasn't3

enough information and kind of left Patenaude with4 no

other choice, but then he filed an Article 7 against the5

Town and the Assessor and the Board of Assessment Review6

to get it reduced, because it was unusable, contaminated7

At that point, the Town Supervisor went to theproperty .8

Town Board to address the issue and to try to avoid the9

costs of an Article 7 proceeding. And the Town Board,10 I

believe, voted unanimously to -- with conditions that11

Attorney Trainer could refer to,12

Board reduced the assessment to 50,000, which I believe13

under -- with the 86 percent equalization rate would bring14

it down to 43,000 as an assessment.15

So Christopher,16

it may be showing 790 now, but it hasassessment,17

because of timing, but I think that gets reduced to 43,00018

at this point.19

thank you.Yeah,20

talked with Jim in the past about it. Thank you.21

Okay .22

Any otherEd.Thank you,CHAIRPERSON:23

questions from the public? Okay .24

25

on the School District's

if needed, but the Town

MR . KE I S :

MR . FELDMAN :

Hearing none, Jim

Yeah, I ' ve

Carminucci, a quick question?
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MR. CARMINUCCI :1 We're all set at this point.

CHAIRPERSON:2 Okay . All right. So we can close

the Public Hearing portion of this meeting.3

MR. I have it is now 5:40,BROBSTON:4 so I

think you're good.5

CHAIRPERSON: 5:40, okay . We will close6 Yep,

this Public Hearing at this point. Is there any other7

motions I need8

Sally?MR. CARMINUCCI :9

Yeah .CHAIRPERSON:10

one question before -- IMR. CARMINUCCI : Now,11

know you already advised me of this, but before we close12

the Public Hearing, you indicated earlier to me that you13

received no written comments.14

that ' s right , thank you .Oh,CHAIRPERSON:15

Correct?MR. CARMINUCCI :16

As of rightthat's correct.CHAIRPERSON: Yep,17

before this meeting, we checked, and there have been no18

email questions regarding this Public Hearing.19

I ' m set .Okay, thank you.MR. CARMINUCCI :20

So I will officially closeOkay .CHAIRPERSON:21

whatever it is .this Public Hearing at 5:41 or 2,22

5:41.MR. BROBSTON:23

Okay?CHAIRPERSON:24

According to Verizon, it's 5:41.BROBSTON:MR.25
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CHAIRPERSON:1 Great . Do I need a motion for

that, Jim,2

3 No,

motion .4

CHAIRPERSON: Okay, great. Okay . Public5

Hearing closed.6

7

(Public Hearing concluded.)8

9
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or are we set?

you can do that without aMR. CARMINUCCI:


